Attachment figures activate a safety signal-related neural region and reduce pain experience
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Although it has long been hypothesized that attachment figures provide individuals with a sense of safety and security, the neural mechanisms underlying attachment-induced safety have not been explored. Here, we investigated whether an attachment figure acts as a safety signal by examining whether viewing an attachment figure during a threatening experience (physical pain) led to increased activity in a neural region associated with safety signaling, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), and corresponding reductions in pain. Female participants in long-term romantic relationships were scanned as they received painful stimuli while viewing pictures of their partner and control images (stranger, object). Consistent with the idea that the attachment figure may signal safety, results revealed that viewing partner pictures while receiving painful stimulation led to reductions in self-reported pain ratings, reductions in pain-related neural activity, and greater VMPFC activity in response to partner pictures compared with reduced pain ratings and reduced pain-related neural activity. An implication of these findings is that, in the same way that stimuli that historically have threatened survival (e.g., snakes, spiders) are considered to be prepared fear stimuli, attachment figures, which have historically benefited survival, may serve as prepared safety stimuli, reducing threat- or distress-related responding in their presence.
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learned safety has been associated with reduced fear responding (reductions in skin conductance) (14). Thus, in the context of fear learning, VMPFC activity appears to track stimuli that signal safety, and this activity is thought to modulate other neural regions that are involved in responding to the threat at hand.

Building on these results, research on stressful experience also points to a role for the VMPFC in signaling safety and reducing threat responding. In studies of psychological stress, the VMPFC is typically more active during the control condition (which presumably is safer) than in the stress condition. For example, the VMPFC was more active during a control condition in which participants completed math problems without social evaluation than when they received negative evaluative feedback while completing these problems (19). Moreover, consistent with an inhibitory role for the VMPFC in threat-related responding, greater VMPFC activity during stress has been shown to be associated with reductions in heart rate and self-reported anxiety (20–22) and reduced activity in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) (22), a region positively associated with cardiovascular responses to stress (21–23).

Finally, in the context of physical pain, it has been shown that conditions that cue greater relative safety activate the VMPFC and that this activity relates to reduced pain ratings. In one study, expectations about the intensity of an upcoming painful stimulus were varied so that participants expected a low-pain stimulus on some trials and a high-pain stimulus on others; regardless of the expectation, participants received a medium-level pain stimulus. Results demonstrated that expecting a low-pain compared to a high-pain stimulus led to greater activity in the VMPFC (24), potentially reflecting the greater relative safety value of the low- vs. high-pain cue. In addition, greater VMPFC activity during the “safer” low-pain vs. high-pain cues was associated with lower pain ratings in response to the subsequent medium-level pain stimulus.

In sum, the VMPFC has been shown to be more active in response to conditions that signify relative safety and to correlate negatively with fear, stress, and pain responses. Building on this information, the present study explored whether viewing pictures of romantic attachment figures while receiving pain activated similar neural regions, leading to reductions in the distressing experience of physical pain. To examine this possibility, female participants in committed romantic relationships completed a functional MRI (fMRI) scan. During the scan, each female participant received painful heat stimuli (at two different temperatures: moderate and high) while viewing pictures of her relationship partner or control images (a stranger or an object). There were four different pictures in each condition. After each heat stimulus, participants were asked to rate its unpleasantness (Fig. 1).

To the extent that the relationship partner provides the participant with a safety cue during this negative event, we hypothesized that (i) viewing pictures of the relationship partner (vs. control images) would reduce the threatening experience of physical pain, resulting in lower ratings of pain unpleasantness; (ii) viewing pictures of the relationship partner (vs. control images) would reduce neural activity in regions previously associated with the unpleasantness of physical pain (dACC and anterior insula (25–27); (iii) viewing pictures of the partner would lead to greater activity in the VMPFC, a region associated with safety signaling; and (iv) greater VMPFC activity would be associated with reduced pain ratings and reduced activity in pain-related neural regions.

It is important to note that, in addition to contributing to safety-signaling processes, the VMPFC is also part of a larger set of neural regions known to be involved in reward processing more generally (28–31). Although we do not view safety-signaling processes as being incompatible with reward-related processes, because cues of safety may themselves be experienced as rewarding (16, 32), it is important to explore whether the current task activates neural regions that are more common to studies of safety signaling or more common to studies exploring the rewarding experience of viewing partner pictures. Specifically, research on safety-signaling and fear-extinction processes typically have yielded VMPFC activity without other reward-related regions such as the ventral striatum (11–14) and have shown that the ventral striatum is not needed for safety-signaling processes (33). On the other hand, previous work on viewing romantic partners has led to increased activity in dopamine-rich reward-related regions, such as the caudate and ventral tegmental area, but not to activity in the VMPFC (34–38). Thus, exploring the pattern of neural activity associated with viewing attachment figures during pain would help

![Fig. 1](A) In each block, participants viewed four different photographs for 2 s per image. (Shown are two examples of partner images with the pain-rating scale displayed on the right side.) (B) Photographs were shown continuously throughout the 80-s block while participants received four 6-s heat stimulations (depicted in red) separated by 7 s.
determine if this experience is more closely aligned with safety-signaling processes or more closely aligned with the potentially rewarding experience of viewing partner pictures.

**Results**

**Hypothesis 1: Viewing Partner Pictures Will Reduce Pain Ratings.** We first examined whether viewing partner vs. control pictures reduced pain ratings in response to the heat stimuli. A repeated-measures ANOVA (with condition and level of painful stimulation as the independent variables) revealed a main effect of condition \( F(2,15) = 6.11, P < 0.05 \), such that pain ratings while viewing pictures of the partner pictures were significantly lower than pain ratings while viewing pictures of a stranger \( t(16) = 3.77, P < 0.05 \) or pictures of an object \( t(16) = 2.19, P < 0.05 \), replicating our prior work (6) (Fig. 2). Pain ratings during the stranger and object conditions were not significantly different from one another \( (P = 0.15) \). There also was a main effect of level of painful stimulation, such that participants reported significantly higher pain ratings in response to the high-pain trials than in the moderate-pain trials \( F(1,16) 24.88, P < 0.005 \). Interestingly, there also was a marginally significant interaction \( F(2,15) = 3.46, P = 0.06 \), such that the difference in pain ratings between the partner and control conditions was larger during the high-pain trials [partner vs. stranger: \( t(16) = 3.58, P < 0.005 \); partner vs. object: \( t(16) = 3.34, P < 0.005 \)] than during the moderate-pain trials [partner vs. stranger: \( t(16) = 2.26, P < 0.05 \); partner vs. object: \( t(16) = 0.92, ns \)]. Thus, as predicted, viewing partner pictures had pain-attenuating effects, and these effects were more pronounced during the high-pain trials.

**Hypothesis 2: Viewing Partner Pictures Will Reduce Pain-Related Neural Activity.** Next, we examined whether viewing partner vs. control pictures during pain reduced activity in pain-related neural regions. Specifically, we focused on anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) in the dACC and bilateral anterior insula. As confirmation that these regions were associated with the experience of physical pain in the present study, a parametric modulation analysis revealed that moment-to-moment changes in self-reported pain across the scanning session correlated positively with activity in the dACC ROI \( t(16) = 2.36, P < 0.05 \) and bilateral anterior insula ROI [bilateral: \( t(16) = 2.50, P < 0.05 \); left: \( t(16) = 2.03, P < 0.05 \); right: \( t(16) = 2.74, P < 0.05 \)].

We then explored whether these pain-related regions showed differential activity as a function of condition. Based on the results from the self-reported pain analyses, we focused specifically on high-pain trials, because in these trials the pain-modulation effects were most pronounced. In addition, because there were no differences in pain ratings between the two control conditions (stranger, object), we collapsed these two control conditions into one. As expected, participants showed significantly less activity in the dACC ROI \( t(16) = 1.80, P < 0.05 \) and bilateral anterior insula ROI [bilateral: \( t(16) = 1.80, P < 0.05 \); left: \( t(16) = 1.64, P = 0.06 \), right: \( t(16) = 1.75, P = 0.05 \)] while viewing partner vs. control pictures during the high-pain trials. Although in the right direction, these effects were not significant during the moderate-pain trials \( (P > 0.15) \). Thus, consistent with the self-report data, there was reduced activity in pain-related neural regions while viewing partner vs. control pictures during pain, and this effect was most pronounced in the high-pain trials.

**Hypothesis 3: Viewing Partner Pictures Will Activate the VMPFC.** Next, we examined whether viewing partner pictures activated the VMPFC, a region implicated in safety signaling. To do so, we focused specifically on neural activity while viewing partner vs. stranger pictures during pain to rule out activity that might differentiate responses to persons vs. objects and to examine the specificity of VMPFC involvement in viewing the partner while controlling for the effects of simply viewing another person. Participants showed greater activity in the VMPFC [Brodmann’s area (BA) 11: \( -6,51,−15; t = 3.81; k = 28 \)] in response to viewing partner vs. stranger pictures during pain. They also showed greater activity in the premotor cortex (BA 6: \( 36,12,33, t = 5.30; k = 28 \)). There were no other regions that were more active during partner vs. stranger viewing. In addition, even at a lower threshold \( (P < 0.05, 10 \) voxels), there was no activity in regions previously associated with viewing partner pictures without pain, such as the caudate or ventral tegmental area (there was also no ventral striatum activity). The only two regions that were more active during stranger vs. partner viewing were in the caudate \( (−15,21,12; t = 3.93, k = 11) \) and premotor cortex (BA 6: \( −45,12,9; t = 4.02; k = 11 \)).

Interestingly, consistent with the hypothesis that VMPFC activity signals attachment-related safety, participants in longer-term relationships (categorized by the number of years together: \( 1 = 1 \) y or less; \( 2 = 1−2 \) y; up to \( 8 = > 7 \) y) showed greater activity in this same VMPFC cluster \( (r = 0.43, P < 0.05) \). Moreover, participants who rated their partner as being a more significant source of support showed marginally more activity in this VMPFC cluster as well \( (r = 0.35, P = 0.08) \).* (Relationship length and perceived partner support were not significantly correlated: \( r = 0.13, ns \)). Thus, given the role of the VMPFC in safety signaling and its correlation with relationship length and partner support in the current study, it is possible that the VMPFC activation observed in this task is related to the value of the partner as a safety signal.

**Hypothesis 4: VMPFC Activation Will Be Associated with Reduced Pain Ratings and Reduced Pain-Related Neural Activity.** We first examined whether neural activity in the regions observed during partner vs. stranger viewing correlated negatively with pain ratings (during partner vs. stranger trials). The VMPFC cluster identified above \( (−6,51,−15) \) was found to correlate negatively with pain ratings \( (r = −0.43, P < 0.05) \) (Fig. 3B). The premotor cortex did not correlate significantly with pain ratings \( (r = −0.24, P > 0.17) \). Thus, to the extent that the VMPFC was more active while viewing partner pictures, self-reported pain distress was diminished.

We then explored whether VMPFC activity correlated negatively with pain-related neural activity using a psychophysiological interaction analysis. This analysis allowed us to investigate the neural regions in which the time course of neural activity was more negatively correlated with VMPFC activity during the partner-viewing condition vs. the stranger-viewing condition. These analyses were constrained to focus on correlated neural activity in the dACC and anterior insula ROIs. Although VMPFC activity did not correlate negatively with activity in the full dACC.

---

*This relationship might have been stronger if there were more variability in the measure of partner support; however, because participants were selected based on high ratings of partner support, this scale has a restricted range (7–10 on a 10-point scale).
or anterior insula ROIs, results revealed a cluster within the dACC ROI (6,24,18, t = 4.49, P < 0.005, k = 12) that correlated negatively with VMPFC activity. Hence, VMPFC activity was more strongly negatively correlated with this region of the dACC during the partner-viewing trials than during the stranger-viewing trials. Moreover, activation in this dACC cluster correlated positively with pain ratings during partner vs. stranger trials (r = 0.35, P = 0.08). No regions of the anterior insula correlated negatively with VMPFC activity. Although the results are not conclusive, it is possible that the VMPFC contributes to reduced activity in regions that are involved in the distressing experience of physical pain, such as the dACC.

Discussion
The attachment bond provides individuals with a sense of safety and security during times of threat. However, the neural mechanisms underlying attachment-induced safety have not been explored previously. The present investigation examined the hypothesis that an attachment figure may act as a safety signal during a threatening experience, relying on neural regions known to be involved in signaling safety and reducing distress or threat. Consistent with this analysis, we found that viewing an attachment figure (romantic partner) during an experience of physical pain led to greater activity in the VMPFC, a region implicated in signaling safety and fear extinction (10–16), and attenuated reports of pain and pain-related neural activity.

Specifically, we found that viewing partner pictures while receiving pain led to lower pain ratings than viewing control pictures while receiving pain, particularly during the high-pain trials. These findings replicate our previous work on the pain-attenuating effects of viewing relationship partners (6). Moreover, building on these previous findings, viewing partner vs. control pictures while receiving high levels of pain led to significantly less activity in the dACC and bilateral anterior insula, regions associated with the unpleasantness of physical pain in the current study and others (25–27). Although it could be argued that these partner-related reductions in pain were caused by greater distraction by the partner images, a previous behavioral study using this same paradigm ruled out this possibility by showing no differences in reaction times to a probe stimulus in any of the conditions (6).

We also found that viewing one’s partner relative to a stranger’s picture led to greater activity in the VMPFC. Moreover, greater VMPFC activity in response to viewing partner pictures was associated with longer relationship lengths, consistent with the idea that longer-term relationship partners, who presumably have shown greater evidence of commitment and availability over time, may signal greater safety. In addition, greater VMPFC activity in response to viewing partner pictures was associated with the participant’s perception that the partner was a greater source of support.

Finally, greater activity in the VMPFC in response to viewing partner pictures was associated with reduced pain ratings as well as reduced activity in the dACC, a region associated with the unpleasantness of physical pain. Although not conclusive, these findings are consistent with the hypothesis that being primed with the partner (through pictures) during pain may activate safety-related neural regions, such as the VMPFC, which then may relate to reductions in pain-related or distress-related experience as well as reduced activity in the neural regions that process these experiences.

As noted earlier, previous work has highlighted a role for the VMPFC not only in signaling safety but in reward processing more generally (28–31). Although safety-signaling processes may overlap to some extent with reward-related processes, because cues of safety may be intrinsically rewarding or reinforcing (16, 32), several points are inconsistent with the conclusion that the processes observed in the current study are simply the result of the rewarding experience associated with viewing partner pictures. Earlier studies have shown that viewing romantic partners (without receiving pain) activates the caudate and ventral tegmental area but not the VMPFC (34–38). In fact, in the current study, viewing attachment figures during pain led to reduced, rather than increased, activity in the caudate—a pattern inconsistent with the notion that the effects reported here are simply the result of the rewarding experience of viewing partner pictures. Indeed, a previous study demonstrated similar reductions in caudate activity during partner vs. stranger handholding while anticipating pain (9). Thus, the pattern of neural activity observed in the current study is more consistent with the pattern of neural activity observed in previous studies of safety signaling rather than previous studies of simply viewing partner pictures. However, further work will be needed to flesh out fully the role that reward-related processes play in safety signaling more generally as well as in the effects reported here more specifically.

Although not explicitly tested here, one possibility suggested by the present study is that, in much the same way that stimuli that historically have threatened survival (e.g., snakes, spiders) are considered to be prepared fear stimuli [stimuli that are more readily fear-conditioned and more difficult to extinguish (39, 40)] attachment figures may be prepared safety stimuli, that is, stimuli that historically have benefited survival and thus may inhibit conditioned fear responding. Although prepared safety stimuli have not yet been investigated, their defining features should parallel —

1One participant was discovered through visual inspection to be a multivariate outlier in this analysis. Further analysis of Mahalanobis and Cook’s distances confirmed that this participant’s data had a disproportionate influence on the regression line for this analysis, and therefore this participant was excluded. Because this participant was not an outlier on any single scale, she was included in the other analyses.

Fig. 3. (A) VMPFC activation while viewing partner pictures vs. stranger pictures during pain. (B) Scatterplot showing the correlation between VMPFC activity (~6,51,15) and pain ratings (during partner vs. stranger trials).
those of prepared fear stimuli. Thus, just as prepared fear stimuli augment conditioned fear responding, to the extent that attachment figures serve as prepared safety stimuli, reductions in fear- or threat-related responding should be observed when attachment figures are present (or primed) in the face of threat or danger.

Of course, unlike prepared fear stimuli, in which the specific feared stimulus does not need to be learned and is likely to be universal (e.g., most individuals should show fear of snakes), in the case of attachment figures as prepared safety stimuli, the specific attachment figure does need to be learned and most certainly will not be universal (e.g., not everyone will show safety responses to the same person). Therefore, when referring to attachment figures as “prepared” safety stimuli, the idea is not that a specific person is a prepared stimulus but rather that the prepared stimulus is a schema or placeholder in the attachment behavioral system that then becomes occupied by a specific attachment figure who serves as a secure base or source of safety (2). How a certain individual comes to occupy that prepared slot is still not clear; however, recent work shows that it may occur, in part, through being comforted following distressing experiences. For instance, pairing a distressing stimulus with a smiling face has been shown to lead to greater thoughts of attachment security than pairing a neutral stimulus with a smiling face (41). Thus, a specific attachment figure may come to occupy this prepared slot in the attachment system by providing safety during times of threat.

Interestingly, μ-opioids, which are known to be released in response to positive, close social contact (42), have been shown to play a role in both fear acquisition and fear extinction or learned safety. Thus, blocking endogenous μ-opioid neurotransmission enhances the acquisition of conditioned fear (43) and impairs the acquisition of extinction or learned safety (44–46). The implication of these findings is that μ-opioids are involved in reducing conditioned fear responses and enhancing fear extinction or learned safety. This finding is interesting, in that attachment figures are likely to increase μ-opioids levels and thus may serve as prepared safety stimuli—reducing conditioned fear responses and enhancing learned safety—through μ-opioid–related processes. Moreover, the involvement of μ-opioids in safety-related processes also fits with the findings from the current study showing pain reductions during partner picture presentations, because μ-opioids are known to ameliorate pain responses (47). Future work will be needed to determine the precise role of μ-opioids in the value of attachment figures as safety signals.

In summary, study yielded evidence consistent with the notion that an attachment figure may signal safety during threatening experiences. Paralleling previous work on safety signals, viewing attachment figures in the context of physical pain activated the VMPFC, a region associated with signaling safety, and greater activity in this region was associated with reduced pain ratings and reduced activity in pain-related neural regions. These attachment-induced safety-signaling processes represent an understudied mechanism in the link between attachment figures, feelings of safety, and distress reduction.

Methods

Participants. Twenty-one female participants (mean age: 23.4 y, SD = 3.8) completed the study procedures (see SI Methods for inclusion criteria). The average relationship length reported was 3.52 y (range: 9 mo to 13 y); three of the participants were married to their partners. Four participants who were no longer with their partners by the end of the study were not included in the present analyses. Thus, the final sample included 17 participants. All experimental procedures were approved by the University of California, Los Angeles Institutional Review Board.

Procedure. The study consisted of two sessions. For session 1, each participant arrived at the laboratory with her partner. During this session, each participant’s pain threshold was determined using a double random staircase algorithm (48) (see SI Methods for details). The pain threshold was defined as “the point at which the stimulation feels aversive, but tolerable, and requires some effort to deal with” or a “10” (“moderate discomfort”) on a 0–20 scale (49). During this time, a set of four digital photographs was taken of the participant’s partner from four different standardized angles. For session 2, participants came to the scanning facility without their partners. During the scanning session, each participant received two levels of heat stimulations consisting of her threshold temperature (“moderate” pain) and her threshold temperature plus 1 °C (“high” pain); thresholds were rechecked before scanning. Participants were paid $20 for session 1 and an additional $30 for session 2. Partners were paid $10 for session 1.

fMRI Task Design. During the scanning session, participants received heat stimulations while undergoing three different conditions, in which they viewed a set of four pictures each of (i) their partner, (ii) a male stranger (roughly matched to the partner’s age, height, and weight), or (iii) an object (a chair). Participants completed three functional runs with counterbalanced orders of these conditions. Each run contained one 80-s block of each condition type (partner, stranger, object). During each block, participants viewed different pictures continuously (each appearing for 2 s) and received four heat stimulations (two moderate and two high) to their left forearm. An example is shown in Fig. 1. Participants made pain ratings after each stimulus by moving a trackball device to the corresponding number on the pain-rating scale (additional details are given in SI Methods).

fMRI Data Analysis. Scanning parameters are included in SI Methods. Neuroimaging data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM5; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology, London). Preprocessing included image realignment to correct for head motion, normalization into a standard stereotactic space defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute (MINI) and the International Consortium for Brain Mapping, deconvolution using an 8-mm Gaussian kernel, full width at half maximum, to increase signal-to-noise ratio.

The task was modeled as an event-related design. Periods when the participant viewed the various pictures (partner, stranger, object) while receiving pain and while not receiving pain were modeled as separate events, for a total of six different event types. Linear contrasts comparing the event types were computed for each participant. These individual contrast images were then used in random-effects group-level analyses.

Analytic Strategy. ROI analyses. To examine whether viewing partner vs. control pictures led to reduced activity in pain-related neural regions, structural ROI analyses of the dACC and bilateral anterior insula were performed (SI Methods). First, to verify that these ROIs were involved in pain-related responding, we conducted a parametric modulation analysis. Thus, we used a parametric modulator consisting of each participant’s pain unpleasantness rating in response to each pain trial. Mean parameter estimates from the parametric modulation analysis were extracted across all voxels in each ROI using the Marsbar toolbox (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net) to see if there was a significant association between self-reported pain and neural activity (P < 0.05).

We then examined the effect of condition on neural activity in these ROIs. The Marsbar toolbox was used to extract mean parameter estimates across all voxels in each ROI. Standard statistical software (SPSS 14.0) then was used to conduct paired-samples t tests to assess differences in neural activity in these ROIs as a function of condition (partner vs. control conditions, P < 0.05). Based on convention, all neuroimaging analyses were one-tailed.

Whole-brain analyses. To examine whether viewing pictures of one’s partner during pain activated neural regions involved in safety signaling, we conducted whole-brain main effect analyses (P < 0.005, 10 voxels) (50). All coordinates are reported in Montreal Neurological Institute (MINI) coordinate space. Next, we examined whether activity in these regions correlated with reduced pain ratings. There was one outlier on pain ratings during partner vs. stranger trials (>2.5 SDs below the mean). This individual’s data were winsorized by moving the data point to 2.5 SDs from the group mean without that subject included in the estimate of the mean. Parameter estimates then were extracted from each significant cluster during partner vs. stranger trials, and correlational analyses were conducted in SPSS to see if cluster-level neural activity correlated with pain ratings (P < 0.05).

Finally, to explore whether activity in the VMPFC was associated with reduced activity in pain-related regions, we conducted psychophysiological interaction analyses. In these analyses, an interaction between neural activity (determined by the hemodynamic response) in the VMPFC during the task condition (partner vs. stranger trials) was generated for each participant (51). Whole-brain parameter estimates then were regressed onto this interaction to search for activity or regions within the dACC and anterior
insula ROIs that were differentially associated with the seed region in different task conditions.
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